Plants Don’t Lie

*Proof* Brown’s Gas enhances life and health
(Version 161224), by George Wiseman
I was wrong.

When I first heard, from my customers, that Brown’s Gas (aka BG or HHO) could help heal wounds and cure many ills (including cancer), I laughed at and derided the notion. *I was wrong.*

Over the years, many of my WaterTorch customers kept telling me amazing stories of health enhancement and I started to change my mind.

At first, just stopped deriding, then I gathered data, then studied the effect to find out WHY and HOW. Here’s my resulting Q&D series of videos of Brown’s Gas for Health

Now I breathe BG at least 1 hour a day (up to 3 hours if I can) and enjoy many health benefits. I’m *breathing it* from my personal ER50 electrolyzer as I write this document. *I’ve never been so happy to be wrong!* 

However stubborn I am, the scientific community is ‘stubborner’. It’s amazing how they’ll deny something exists simply because they don’t know WHY or HOW it works (*if we can’t measure it, it doesn’t exist*).

> "It's easier to blow up an atomic nucleus than to overcome one man's prejudice."
> ~ A. Einstein

As an inventor I run into this ‘effect’ (scientific denial) all the time. Most scientists need a MOUNTAIN of anecdotal and empirical evidence before they’ll even consider doing proper ‘scientific’ experiments… Even then many actually IGNORE the scientific FACTS to keep believing what they always ‘knew’ to be true. 

Very unscientific but very human.

And the medical community… WOW. Just try to get a new concept past medical practitioners that hasn’t been approved by Big Pharma and you’ll truly understand the meaning of ‘brainwashed’.
Doctors are usually kind and well meaning people but they are trained ‘what to think’ by Big Pharma sponsored schools. Very few who break through the training enough to remember or learn HOW to think (discern the truth).

But even then, the pressure on Doctors to follow ‘standard procedures’ is INSANE, so most just toe the line so they are ‘safe’ from being successfully sued. Despite this, or rather because of it, Doctors are now (2016) the third leading cause of death in the USA.

My opinion is that most Drugs just treat symptoms, not cure illness. Big Pharma does NOT want cures. Cures don’t make money. In fact, due to lobbyists, the USA government SUPPORTS a diet that makes people sick!
The (Fake) Food and Drug industries collude to make HUGE profits. The Fake Food makes you sick and the Drugs keep you sick.

Did you know that this coming generation is the first to have SHORTER lives than their parents? Sick people spend money because they KNOW that health (quality of life) is more valuable than money.

Here is my Blog titled “They want YOU sick > For REAL”
Here is my Blog titled “They want YOU sick (the cures)”

Enough about them.

This is about YOU taking control of YOUR health.

My intent here is to present some of the independent anecdotal and empirical evidence that my customers have given to me over the last few decades.

This evidence will show you that BG does have life and health enhancing properties.

I’ll also present some of my thoughts on WHY BG enhances health and HOW I use Brown’s Gas (HHO) to improve my health.
A NOTE about **anecdotal** and **empirical** as ‘unscientific’ evidence: The main two objections that the scientific community has, against data *that hasn’t been scientifically tested and peer reviewed*, are that:

1. People can lie, or be delusional, either for profit (like if I use my [testimonial](#) to sell BG machines) or because what they WANT the results to be positive, so skew the results in their testimonials.

2. People can actually get better just because they THINK they can. It’s called the ‘placebo effect’; where it’s been proven that a sugar tablet can be as effective as the Drug, IF the person is convinced it IS the Drug. *It’s proven that your MIND can heal your BODY!*

Thus scientists usually discount anecdotal evidence as ‘unscientific’.

BUT, these scientists forget that **anecdotal** and **empirical evidence** are *ALWAYS the first steps in the scientific method*. You see an ‘effect’ or ‘situation’, make a theory or [hypothesis](#) and then you test to see if it’s true or false.

Many scientists today *think they know everything* and, quite frankly, IGNORE anything that doesn’t fit with the dogma they were taught.

They won’t even test new ideas because they might get laughed at or shunned by their peers or worse yet, might have to acknowledge that they DON’T know everything. Water has [mysteries](#) that we are still learning. Including [healing waters](#) like [Lourdes](#) and [Hunza](#).

So...

In this document *I’ll use PLANTS* as empirical examples because **PLANTS DON’T LIE**.

Plants don’t have profit motivations or delusions, **they either grow or they do not!** And ANYONE can prove this for themselves!
The first ‘plant’ testimonial I received was from Laura Jacob. Her father (a Chiropractor) bought one of my ER1200 WaterTorches because BG was so effective in helping his patients heal from a variety of maladies (that’s a story I’ll tell elsewhere).

The point here is that Laura was going to college, had a biology paper to do, had access to BG that was being used to enhance people’s health and thought to make this PLANT experiment.

She compared the growth of radishes using distilled water and well water, with BG and without BG. She measured growth height and plant mass in grams.

As you can see, Control (untreated distilled water) grew the least. Well water treated with BG did the best.
Laura Jacob, S. 9909 Greengale lane, Medical Lake, WA, 99022
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Laura Jacob

(Mr. Wiseman, I did my experiment on radish plants because it was a class (Biology 115) biology project. The duration of 4 weeks was the duration also a project Plant Experiment guideline. May 26, 2004

The Effects of Brown’s Gas on the Rate of Radish Growth

(I chose to do my experiment on Brown’s Gas because I was curious and wanted to see if it would have any affect on the radish plants)

Introduction:

It is known that most organisms do best without the inferences of pollutants to inhibit their growth and development. Air and water are essential components for life. Air pollution and water pollution are problems that threaten us all. Our planet needs clean air and accessible water in order to support the normal life functions of the diverse ecosystems that inhabit it.

http://teachersinstitute.yale.edu/curriculum/units/1986/6/86.06.04.x.html

Brown’s Gas is a by-product of an electrolyzer machine and is made by putting a direct current through a series of thin stainless steel plates.

As the current flows, there is a positive charge on one side of the plate and a negative charge on the other side of the plate.

The bubbles of the Brown’s Gas come up between plates. This particular form of hydrogen and oxygen gas mixture is roughly twice the volume of its components when measured separately.

(My instructor did not understand this at first until she read my paper. She was interested.)

Through the usual process of electrolysis the gases are separated from the negative and positive poles. This is not so with the total mixture of gases that evolves by electrolyzing water with an electrolyzer, which is designed not to separate gases.

http://www.watertorch.com/whatis/whatis1.html
http://www.eagle-research.com/cms/faq/what-is-browns-gas
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Brown’s Gas when put into water has unique properties; it adds electrons to the water and improves the O.R.P. (Oxidation Reduction Potential), the lower the score the better. In other words, the ratio of free radicals to antioxidants is decreased because the free radicals pick up the added electrons that are readily available and do not harm other molecules.

And according to:

[www.thedoctorslounge.net/medlounge/articles/free radicals/freeradical1.htm](http://www.thedoctorslounge.net/medlounge/articles/free radicals/freeradical1.htm)

Free radicals are chemical species that have an unpaired electron in its outer valence. Free radicals kill cells and wreak havoc by damaging DNA, altering biochemical compounds, corroding cell membranes and destroying cells outright.

They are highly reactive because they can react with most molecules such as: proteins lipids DNA and carbohydrates. Because free radicals want to gain stability by capturing electrons, they attack the nearest stable molecule stealing its electron.

So what would Brown’s Gas do for plants? It seems logical that plants would benefit from the improved quality of water with fewer free radicals.

**Hypothesis:**

*Water Treated with Brown’s Gas will increase the growth rate of radish plants.*
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**Experiment:**

Eight pots were prepared with 4 radish seeds per pot approximately 1/4” under the potting soil. The potting soil was saturated with a mixture of MiracleGro and water.

I covered the pots with plastic wrap and placed them approximately 6” under grow lamps for the duration of the experiment.

After germination (approximately three days) I labeled three variable groups and one control group and started treatment.

All plants were grown in the same environment under the same conditions for the same amount of time except for the one manipulated variable, the type of water given to them.

My source for obtaining Brown’s Gas for this experiment was my father-in-law’s electrolyzer.

The groups were as follows:

1. distilled water with miracle grow,
2. distilled water with Brown’s Gas and Miracle Gro,
3. well water with miracle grow and
4. well water with Brown’s Gas and Miracle Gro,

with the amount of Miracle Gro added to them being constant.

All plants were given their water solution on a regular basis as needed until water was damp to touch.

Plants were thinned after the first week and then again after the second week to prevent overcrowding.

During the duration of the experiment I recorded the heights of the different groups.

After my experiment I weighed the different groups. I made a line graph chart showing their average growth rate in terms of height.

I also made a bar graph chart to illustrate their rate of growth in terms of biomass.
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Results:

The results of my experiment are as follows;

The radish plants that were given Miracle Gro mixed with well water and Brown’s Gas had an increase average biomass of 54% compared to the control group.

The radish plants given the Miracle Gro mixed with distilled water and Brown’s Gas had an increased average biomass of 29% as compared to the control group.

The Radish plants that were given Miracle Gro mixed with well water had on the average an increased biomass of 20% as compared to the control group.

Conclusion:

Brown’s Gas did make a difference. The results of my experiment did support my hypothesis.

Things to consider:

Perhaps the plants given the well water mixed with Brown’s Gas and Miracle Gro did so well was because of the added minerals and nutrients from the well water giving that group an added advantage.

When I thinned my plants I made an error. I pulled out the plants I was measuring for my distilled variable group by accident and had to use different plants to measure height representative for that group.

Something to note had the experiment would have been of longer duration it is possible that the group given the distilled water mixed with Brown’s Gas and Miracle Gro might have caught up with and or passed the well water mixed with Miracle Gro. Refer to height chart to observe.

The grow light bulb was not working for a couple of days above my control group and had to be replaced. The control still had access to the light from the other bulb it just was not directly over them as to account for exact same conditions.
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Then John Lillace shared his plant experiments with me.

He was using an [ER50 electrolyzer](#) (my tabletop BG generator) to treat the water he was using for half his large garden and orchard.

Here’s his apparatus to bubble the BG through his water (see the [ER50 electrolyzer](#) in front):

He tested everything from sprouting to fruiting. The results were very positive.

He even gave the BG treated water to his chickens, which *doubled their egg production for a couple of days*. Once they got used to the water, their egg production went back to normal, but the experiment proved that the BG has a positive effect on birds.
For example, here are his peas sprouting, BG treated on the left.

And here are various vegetables sprouting, #2 (on right) is BG

He LOVED the lush vegetation that BG bubbled water made!
Here’s a contribution from a customer known as ‘D’.

He and his wife use BG to create unique art, (small and large) which they sell. BG’s unique flame can do effects that no other torch fuel gas can do… So BG is ESSENTIAL to their income.

They also have a large garden and sent me pictures like this one:

The plants on the right are fed the BG treated water, bubbled from the ER50 electrolyzer as shown below.
Here’s a VERY interesting contribution from John Loken.

In this case John is using **hydroponics** and shared what happened when he bubbled BG (from an electrolyzer he built using my *Brown’s Gas Book 2*) through water he fed to the plants on the left.

As you can see, the plants (a variety of vegetables) hydroponically fed the BG bubbled well water do MUCH better than plants (on the right) that got ordinary well water.

**Brown’s Gas enhances HEALTH… But WHY does it work?**

Here are some of my thoughts:
I'm thinking **one of the things the body needs is hydrogen, in a bio-available form**, which the BG provides. I'm currently breathing BG for a minimum of 1 hour to as much as 3 hours a day.

I started breathing BG (in April 2016) because I saw [videos of people breathing BG in the Orient](#) and *I didn't want to recommend something to people that I wasn't doing myself!*

I wasn’t looking to cure my psoriasis, neuropathy or other ailments. I just wanted to prove the BG was OK to breathe.

But once given the BG, **my body just started healing itself.** I'm also losing fat and gaining muscle. Quite frankly I seem to be getting both healthier and younger. So far it looks like I'm reversing my aging by about a year each month I breathe BG.

Note: I set my BG machine up next to my computer so I could breathe it as I answer emails, etc. *I'm breathing it now,* as I write this text. I also breathe BG when I'm watching TV, etc.

I'm THINKING that, as we grow older, **our bodies LOSE the ability to MAKE bio-available hydrogen** from food and water, thus acquiring the ‘signs of aging' and diseases that result from DEHYDRATION.

I believe that, by **supplementing with BG,** my body is reverting to it’s ‘normal’ healthy self. It’s not instant, it’s gradual, but over the months the progress is noticeable.

I have, of course, also **changed my diet** (eliminating simple carbs, reducing quantity of food, eating raw organic as much as possible, etc.). This was HARD! They say sugar is more addictive than heroin and I believe it... It’s a daily struggle to make appropriate food choices. *For diet change I found [THIS website](#) most helpful*

But changing diet alone (which I did in 2013) did NOT make me noticeably healthier (though I did lose 20 lbs. of fat) as when I started breathing BG in late March 2016.
I don’t know exactly HOW or WHY the BG is helping (the actual chemistry of it) but I can testify that it IS helping my body heal (and maybe reversing biological aging) with NO negative side effects.

I make sense of it like this:

Our most important 'nutrient' is oxygen, without it we die in minutes. Our next most important nutrient is water, without it we die in days.

Then there is hydrogen, an under-examined 'nutrient', that I am discovering more about everyday.

In my opinion, while important, 'regular food' nutrition (protein, carbs, vitamins, minerals, etc.) is nowhere near as critical as oxygen and hydrogen. Nearly EVERY process in our bodies uses these two elements in one way or another.

A healthy person can go WEEKS without eating ‘food’. In fact, fasting is an excellent way to 'reset' insulin sensitivity for type 2 diabetics (which is a disease where what people eat is killing them).

My wife cured her type 2 diabetes in three months (She went from an A1C of 18 to 7) simply by changing her diet (NO Drugs)!

One doctor (who advocates fasting for health) has monitored a patient that fasted for a YEAR!

By weight and volume, our bodies are mostly water. Water is oxygen and hydrogen. Water, oxygen and hydrogen are all VITAL to most of the thousands of chemical processes that are required for our bodies to be healthy.

By weight, our bodies are mostly oxygen (because molecular oxygen is 8 times heavier than molecular hydrogen).

By VOLUME our bodies are mostly hydrogen (because there are two hydrogen atoms for every oxygen atom).

Water is available to drink nearly everywhere… (Though I’m learning that water is not ‘just’ water and healthful water is vitally important).
**Oxygen** is available from the air; again, pure air is important.

**Hydrogen** is *not freely available* anywhere in nature. Hydrogen is almost always ‘bound’ to other elements. To get the hydrogen needed, *our bodies normally have the ability to remove hydrogen from food (hydrocarbons) and/or water* but our bodies seem to LOSE that ability over time (likely due to environmental stress, poisons, etc.); *thus we age*.

I’m noticing that most disease and aging seems to be *due to lack of bio-available hydrogen (HYDRATION)!*

I think giving the body the hydrogen it needs (in a bio-available form) bypasses both the compromised ‘hydrogen conversion systems’ AND the energy needed (it takes a LOT of energy to split hydrogen off from other molecules). Thus the body *now has both the hydrogen and energy it needs to heal.*

NOTE: The ‘hydrating’ effect of Brown’s Gas is pretty dramatically instant in some applications, like carpel tunnel, where the tendon sheath has become inflamed. The [BG mitigates the inflammation in minutes (see video)](http://example.com) and the ‘cure’ is permanent, *assuming the person doesn’t keep doing what caused it in the first place.*

My studies, research and experience are teaching me that *MOST of the signs of aging* (and most disease) are *due to chronic dehydration*, even in people who drink over a liter of water a day.

What I’m finding is that MOST of the water we drink is actually *DEHYDRATING and contains many ‘poisons’!*

**The water most of us drink** (tap water particularly but even rain, spring and well water) is *POLLUTED, DEAD and EMPTY… … and is, quite frankly, *slowly killing us.* (Though not as fast as 'beverages', like the carbonation and sugar that a lot of people pollute their water with, just so that it ‘tastes good’)*
Some of the characteristics water needs to HYDRATE (there are many more) are:

1. A low TDS (the Total Dissolved Solids of water needs to be minimal).

A lot of people (even professionals) think that having minerals in your water is beneficial... But with few exceptions (like sodium chloride) that is, in my opinion, incorrect!

For example, you can’t get usable iron into your blood by sucking on nails. You CAN get bio-available iron by eating spinach or seaweed.

NOTE: Minerals can be made to be bio-available, see reader comment at bottom of my ‘Drink Distilled Water FAQ’.

You need to be VERY aware of ALL the impurities in water and how they interact with your body.

MOST minerals are not bio-assimilable in their natural form. We (humans) get most of our bio-assimilable minerals from our FOOD.

Another reason to eat organic, because organic has higher nutrition. GOD didn’t make supplements, he intended us to eat FOOD!

Plants 'process' the minerals and make them available to us. If we eat minerals or drink water that has minerals NOT processed by plants, our bodies either need to work hard to eject those minerals OR they get stored in our tissues, clogging up our organs or poisoning us.

Also, many ‘health’ supplements, like vitamins, are actually drugs made synthetically in a lab instead of properly gleaned from plants. http://livingtraditionally.com/vitamins-toxic-ingredients/

Be really careful where you get your supplements or they’ll poison you.

I recommend bubbling BG through pure water (no minerals) if you are going to be drinking the water.
2. A high pH of at least 8, preferably about 10; The high pH SPECIFICALLY due to high count of OH- ions. You do NOT want to drink just any high pH water because most high pH water has toxic minerals in it that are raising the pH and can be VERY POISONOUS for you. Drink pure water that has excess electrons due to reduction electrolysis and/or negative ionization.

pH is the 'Potential of Hydrogen' and averages both the quantity and 'kind' of hydrogen ions that are in the solution.

Most people, (even some scientists) don't understand that it's possible to have a high or low pH in PURE water! They are used to measuring pH of solutions that are a mixture of water and chemicals.

If you add OH- ions to water (without using chemicals) the pH will rise.

YES, it is NOT stable (but it doesn't need to be). It WILL degrade quickly as the water loses it's electrical charge, which is why you need to drink the water ASAP (preferably within minutes) after it is treated.

This is also one of the reasons I sell electrolyzers and not treated water.

If you process PURE water correctly, you can raise it's pH into a range (at least 8, I prefer closer to 10) where it becomes super hydrating with healthful forms of hydrogen, like the OH- ions.

OH- (negative charged hydroxide) ions have an extra electron. These electrons 'hydrate' you and/or mitigate free radicals in your body.

Free radicals are ions with a positive charge, so the negative charge of OH- ions neutralizes them (gives them the electron they need).

Bubbling BG through PURE water gives the water massive amounts of hydrogen, oxygen, OH- ions, as well as the ExW; raising the pH in a way that promotes and supports HEALTH.
3. **A low (negative) ORP.** Oxygen Reduction Potential (ORP) measures the oxidizing or reduction potential of the water (positive ORP is often due to impurities in the water, so again for health, use pure water).

ORP is important to your health because you want to drink water that is 'reducing' or GIVES your body energy and electrons. Water that is ‘reducing’ (negative ORP) hydrates the body.

Oxidizing water (positive ORP) *pretty much eats your tissues like acid* as it 'grabs' electrons to 'balance' it's electrical potential.

ORP meters MEASURE the voltage potential in the water (in millivolts) thus proving that the water is actually ‘charged’ with energy!

_Bubbling Brown's Gas through water dramatically lowers the water's ORP._ You WANT your water to measure at LEAST negative -200 ORP.

4. **Lots of bio-available Hydrogen.** Hydrogen for health has been used for decades and is only now being _‘discovered’ by the scientific community._

"The cell itself is immortal. The point is just the liquid medium (water) the cell is in, and in which it degenerates. Renew the medium periodically, give the cell all it needs for its nutrition, and the beat of life can last forever "

~ Dr Alex Karrel  
/Nobel Prize winner who kept a chicken heart cells alive for 34 years/

_Brown's Gas is a simple, inexpensive and reliable way to add healthful hydrogen, oxygen, ExW and electrical energies to water._

I'm coming to believe that _healthful water is more VITAL to our longevity_ than nearly any other factor.

_I'm now putting together a series of demonstrations and documentation to prove this._
What we all need is **healthful bio-available water** (and hydrogen). Once the body gets it, *it can and does start to heal*. Various waters around the world, like Lourdes water and Hunza water, are known for their (scientifically proven) healing properties.

Doctors and drugs do not heal; **the body ALWAYS heals itself IF it is given what it needs to heal**! Our bodies ARE mostly water and thus healthy WATER is needed!

We are finding out **AMAZING things about water**, that the scientific community is mostly ignoring and *Big Pharma DESPERATELY does NOT want you to know*!

I've learned that there are properties of water that can *kill organisms* (without adding poisons like bleach) and promote HEALTH. BOTH properties exist in most water ALREADY.

In short, water usually contains BOTH life enhancing and life killing attributes (electron surplus and electron deficient hydrogen ions).

It's possible to separate out these two opposing attributes of water to get super healthy water using a process I call 'flow through electrolysis'.

My research on this is using a K8 Kangen Water machine, which I consider to be the BEST of ‘water ionizing technology’ on the market. Enagic (Kangen Water) started comprehensive research on healthy water and flow-through electrolysis over 40 years ago.

You can buy a Kangen machine through my Kangen Water website,

I’m furthering that research with my own experiments that combine Kangen Water and Brown’s Gas for **double the gain**.

I believe the combination of Kangen Water, bubbled with BG *is the most optimal healthful water* I’ve yet found.
I've found bubbling BG through water that's been treated with flow-through electrolysis FURTHER ENHANCES the water because BG doesn't just separate what already exists in the water, **BG actually ADDS OH- ions (and other gasses/energies) to the water.**

We CAN now make amazingly healthful water.

We need to be drinking health-enhancing water (and STOP drinking almost everything else, more on that to come in my demos).

**Electrically Expanded Water (ExW)**

Further, it’s not **JUST hydrogen** that the body needs.

I believe Brown's Gas is NOT ‘just’ hydrogen and oxygen. I believe BG contains a very special form of water that I've named **Electrically Enhanced Water (ExW).**

ExW is a gaseous form of water that is NOT water vapor or steam (it does not condense when cooled).

**ExW is ionized water that is in a 'cold plasma' state.** Water that has soaked up electricity, like a sponge soaks up water, until it turns into a gaseous form of water that is **NOT water vapor or steam.** This 'plasma' contains life giving energy that every organism NEEDS!

In my opinion, ExW is an extremely healthful bio-available form of water that is **UNKNOWN to conventional scientists.** It's high-energy water in a gaseous form that you can breathe!

*Remember the plant 'proofs'.* Plants are a good proof because **they cannot be accused of 'imagining' that they are more healthful** and it's easy to see the positive effects of the BG in weeks instead of months or years.

My research and experience proves that BG positively enhances water and thus health with **NO harmful side effects!**
I'm also BREATHING the BG to get it into the bloodstream more efficiently than (for example) adding BG to a hand wrapped in a bag.

I DO still drink the BG enhanced water too. I actually do BOTH with the same gas. I bubble the BG through water as I breathe the gas, and then I drink the BG bubbled water.

In my case (right now) I'm breathing BG and it looks like I'm reversing my biological age by about a year each month I breathe the BG (I'm comparing myself to pictures from my past). I could be deluding myself so I'm in the process of documenting that.

To do this I'm breathing BG about 3 hours a day, mostly while I'm at the computer (like right now), eating or watching Netflix.

I had a very interesting thing happen to me. I was pounding down a steel post with an improvised post pounder and sprained my shoulder pretty bad. I couldn't lift my arm without severe pain. Then something amazing happened. My shoulder sprain healed in three days! I've never had a sprain heal that fast!

I'm losing fat and gaining muscle.
My eyesight has improved. I've worn glasses since 9 years old. I don't wear glasses anymore except when driving.
My psoriasis is gone. No more thick white peeling skin on elbows, knees and feet. This actually happened within three weeks of my starting breathing BG.
My skin is smooth and supple, with age wrinkles disappearing.
My scars (I've had since childhood) seem to be disappearing
My 'age spots' are disappearing.
My neuropathies are gone. I'm can feel my left palm and shins again.
My hair continues to darken (salt and pepper instead of straight grey).
My hair seems to be growing back in (thickening and growing on my bald top).
My tinnitus is still there but barely noticeable occasionally.
I haven’t been sick, other than a sniffle, since 2006 when I started drinking BG bubbled water.
In conclusion:
I feel that GOD has directed me to learn and share this information (the story of how God put me on this path is awesome).

I LOVE this God given task! It has two big benefits for me:

First, (if research so far proves out) giving ME (maybe decades) longer HEALTHY life.

Second, the satisfaction of helping hundreds and hopefully thousands and then millions of people live healthy, happy lives.

One thing I know for SURE, if you don't have your health you have NO quality of life.

Hundreds of people have purchased ER50 Kits.

Many of them have actually put the kits together and some send me pictures of their assembled units.

Some of those people are using the BG for health and reporting AMAZING results!
I've posted a few of those results (with permission) at the bottom of the ER50 sales page.

Here's a group that assembled their ER50's in my lab/workshop. We had a lot of fun 😊

Here is a (Video Link) of changes I've made to my personal ER50, to update this 'BG breathing' video.

For FAQ on applying BG to yourself, see this page. For Q&D videos on Brown's Gas for Health, see this page. Buy your own ER50 electrolyzer (Brown's Gas generator), on this page.

Breathing BG helped paraplegic woman. Also edema and high blood pressure. Breathing BG stopped hand tremors in 30 minutes! Maintenance keeps health intact. Archive Brown's Gas (HHO) video posted.
Spreading the News

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world. ~ Nelson Mandela

Sharing this information isn’t making me very popular with Vested Interest (Governments and Companies) that will lose Billions of dollars if Brown’s Gas for Health gets used in every home…

But I am compelled to share it anyway,

please help me

by sharing this information with your family and friends. What they do with it is up to them, but at least they’ll have been exposed to the truth!

This is the link you can share (and you can comment on the page) http://er4u.info/cms/node/4108

Also please encourage your friends to join my eNewsletter http://er4u.info/cms/newsletter/eagle-research-enotices to get regular updates (about 6 times a year) on what’s happening with my research on Brown’s Gas, Free Energy and Fuel Savers.

Other communication venues ~

Direct eMail http://www.eagle-research.com/cms/contact

follow George Wiseman aka < eagle_research > on twitter

follow George Wiseman on Facebook

like Eagle-Research Facebook page